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ABSTRACT

G

iovanni Santi (Colbordolo ca. 1439–Urbino 1494) was one of the most important painters
active in Urbino (Marche region, Italy) during the last decades of the fifteenth century,
where he was employed at the court of the celebrated Federico da Montefeltro. He
is known mainly as the father of Raphael, but he had a remarkable production of paintings,
especially on wood but also on canvas and on wall. This paper focuses on technical peculiarities
related to Santi’s paintings on canvas, including some practices that have not yet been noted
in relation to his panel paintings. In particular, two works painted on herringbone-weave linen
canvases were investigated: Tobias and the Archangel Raphael and Saint Roch (both dated ca.
1490–94), in the collection of the Galleria Nazionale delle Marche. The results presented are a part
of a large research project based on noninvasive and micro-invasive investigations carried out
on twenty-eight works attributed to Giovanni Santi, only partially published in a recent exhibition
catalog dedicated to the artist (Palazzo Ducale, Urbino, 2018). Black underdrawing, characterized
by a thinly applied network of close hatching for some of the shadows, was observed and,
regarding the different hues, a complex use of pigments. The binder detected is siccative oil, with
the addition of a large amount of transparent glass particles, which would have been added both
to give body to the pigment without using white fillers and to improve drying, a technique that
Santi presumably learned from the Flemish painter Justus van Ghent (act. Urbino ca. 1473–1475)
and something that he possibly transmitted to his son Raphael as a workshop practice. In fact,
Giovanni Santi’s workshop survived his death.

INTRODUCTION
Giovanni Santi (Colbordolo ca. 1439–Urbino 1494),
known as the father of Raphael, is one of the most
important painters active in Urbino during the last
decades of the fifteenth century. He enjoyed great
prestige at the court of Montefeltro, where he was
admired for both his painting skills and his work
as a scenographer. Santi is recorded as joining
the workshop of his father, Sante di Peruzzolo, in
1484 (the year of Peruzzolo’s death), where he
specialized in fine arts and crafts.1 Among Santi’s
known paintings, we can cite the cycle of the
Muses for the so-called Tempietto of the Ducal
Palace in Urbino (commissioned by Federico da
Montefeltro), the mural paintings in the Tiranni
Chapel in Cagli (Marche region), as well as some
altarpieces and smaller devotional works. By 1493
his fame as a portrait painter had brought him
to the court of Isabella d’Este in Mantua. He was

also known to be a humanist, as testified by his
poem “La vita e le gesta di Federico di Montefeltro
duca di Urbino” (The life and deeds of Federico di
Montefeltro, Duke of Urbino),2 which was written at
the beginning of the 1480s.
The catalog of the exhibition that took place
at the Palazzo Ducale in Urbino in 2018 added
new information on Santi’s biography and
artistic activity.3 In addition, a great deal of data
concerning the drawing, pictorial technique,
and painting materials related to twenty-eight
artworks by Santi dated to different periods were
presented.4 The diagnostic campaign combined
multispectral imaging techniques in the visible
such as infrared (IR) and ultraviolet ranges
(UV), reflectance spectroscopy (performed in
an extended visible range), X-ray fluorescence
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spectroscopy (ED-XRF), with micro-invasive
investigations such as polarizing light
microscopy (PLM); and environmental scanning
electron microscopy with energy dispersive
X-Ray (ESEM-EDX).5
This paper presents the results achieved with
respect to Santi’s canvas paintings: Tobias
and the Archangel Raphael and Saint Roch
(Figs. 1, 2), made on herringbone fabric, by
comparing them with other early Italian canvas

paintings. Two questions arise: did Santi
choose these supports for technical reasons
(size or mechanical necessities), or did visual
factors also play a role, whereby the artist also
aimed to exploit the vibrant surface effect
of this painting fabric.6 Certainly, the use of
herringbone-weave canvases during the last
decades of the fifteenth century presents a
rarity within the context of Urbino, and indeed
the entire Italian peninsula at this date, as we
will discuss.

Fig. 1 Giovanni Santi, Tobias and the Archangel
Raphael (Tobiolo e l’arcangelo Raffaele), 1490–94, egg
tempera and oil on canvas, 96 7/16 x 62 3/16 in. (245
x 158 cm). Galleria Nazionale delle Marche, Urbino,
long–term loan to Museo di Casa Raffaello. (Photo:
courtesy Galleria Nazionale delle Marche, Palazzo
Ducale, Urbino).

Fig. 2 Giovanni Santi, Saint Roch (San Rocco), 1490–94, egg
tempera and oil on canvas, 95 11/16 x 57 7/8 in. (243 x 147
cm). Galleria Nazionale delle Marche, Urbino, long-term
loan to Museo di Casa Raffaello. (Photo: courtesy Galleria
Nazionale delle Marche, Palazzo Ducale, Urbino).
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SANTI’S PAINTINGS ON CANVAS
Santi was above all a painter of panels,
with only three surviving canvases almost
unanimously attributed to him by critics: Saint
Jerome (Fig. 3) of the Vatican Museums (82
11/16 x 66 15/16 in. [210 x 170 cm]), which was
painted on a plain-weave canvas and still shows
influence of the technical methods of some
Northern European paintings; Tobias and the
Archangel Raphael (96 7/16 x 62 3/16 in. [245 x
158 cm]) and Saint Roch (95 11/16 x 57 7/8 in.
[243 x 147 cm]), both painted on herringboneweave canvas, and both in the collection of the
Galleria Nazionale delle Marche and housed in
the Museo di Casa Raffaello (Raphael House) in
Urbino. Saint Jerome is generally dated to the
mid-1470s,7 and the two canvases of Urbino
are dated to the early 1490s (1490–94).8
Due to the absence of provenance records
relating to the two canvas paintings in
Urbino, there remains disagreement among
art historians as to their original location,
patronage, and decorative function,9 leaving
several questions open. Later sources
document that both paintings were in the
Church of San Francesco in Urbino, where they
are recorded by the writer Marcello Oretti in
1777 as being present at the sides (“ai lati”)
of the chapel of Saint Sebastian. The same
paintings were also recorded as being seen
by David J. Passavant in 1839, at which time
they were present in the same chapel, but
now placed on the sides of the larger painting
Sacred Conversation with the Baptist, the Saints
Francis of Assisi, Jerome and Sebastian, and the
Buffi family (the so-called Buffi Altarpiece, oil on
arched panel, 129 x 87 in. [330 x 221 cm]). This
large-scale altarpiece can be dated to ca. 1489
through a document recording the commission
of the Saint Sebastian altar for this church. The
present authors agree with the art historian
Ranieri Varese10 that these documents do not
necessarily indicate that the two canvases were
part of the original arrangement of the Buffi
Altarpiece. Indeed, their reconstruction as a
triptych in the 2018 exhibition dedicated to
the painter revealed significant discrepancies
between the various parts. First, the notable
differences in the sizes of the three paintings

and in the choice of support dissuaded us
from considering them as forming an original
single complex. In addition, the absolute lack
of compositional unity as evidenced by the
relationship among the background elements,
including the clouds, the hills, and the lower
foreground, are also inconceivable for a work
of this particular date and cultural context.

PAINTING ON CANVAS IN ITALY
Discussion of the Italian context regarding
canvas supports can be of help to better
identify the rarity of Santi’s choice of
herringbone, not only within the Marche region
but also of the larger central Italian area.
Herringbone-weave canvas very seldom
appears in the fifteenth century as a painting
support, although its use did become more
frequent during the course of the following
century. This kind of fabric was more robust and
rough, but also more elastic than plain weave,
and it was preferred in the sixteenth century,
particularly in Venice,11 perhaps because it
was perceived to be particularly suitable for
a type of painting with dense and irregular
brushstrokes, and for large formats.
In the fifteenth century, linen canvases with
a basic square-weave pattern (i.e., plain
weave) and a 1:1 weft-warp correlation are
prevalent. This type of support is characteristic
of processional banners, such as the one now
in the Ducal Palace of Urbino depicting the
Baptism of Christ on the front and the Preaching
of the Baptist on the back (ca. 1472–74, 63 x
44½ in. [160 x 113 cm]), a work attributed by
some scholars to the young Santi,12 despite
some clear differences in technique, including
its underdrawing. The plain-weave pattern
is characteristic of canvases painted with
egg or glue tempera (distemper), a medium
preferred by Andrea Mantegna. Such paint
mixtures were sometimes applied directly
onto the linen, without the use of a ground
preparation, as seen in northern European
Tüchlein paintings, and less frequently in
Italy.13 In Italy the first examples of oil painting
on canvas (plain weave) date to around the
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middle of the fifteenth century, and include
Donato de’ Bardi’s Crucifixion (ca. 1448, 65 x
93 1//16 in. [165 x 238 cm], Pinacoteca Civica,
Savona) and Paolo Uccello’s St. George and
the Dragon (1460–70, 21 7/8 x 29 ¼ in. [55.6
x 74.2 cm], National Gallery, London).14 In
addition, there are a few early examples of
Italian oil paintings on canvas where the less
common twill and herringbone patterns were
used, as in some of the enormous canvases
by Carpaccio belonging to the cycle of the
Stories of Saint Ursula (1490–98, Gallerie
dell’Accademia, Venice), where different types
of canvas are sometimes sewn together15. For
example, a part of the Arrival of the English
Ambassadors (108¼ x 231 7/8 in.) [275 x 589
cm]) is painted on twill canvas, as well as a
section of the Dream of St. Ursula (107 7/8 x
105 1/8 in. [274 x 267 cm]), while the Return of
the Ambassadors to the English Court (117 x
207 7/16 in. [297 x 527 cm]) has a herringbone
support,16 and the others have a plain-weave
support. A herringbone fabric was also used
in Vicenza by Bartolomeo Montagna for an
oil (and tempera?) painting, the Madonna
Adoring the Child between the Saints Monica
and Magdalene (ca. 1485, 72 7/16 x 66 9/16
in. [184 x 169 cm], Pinacoteca Civica di Palazzo
Chiericati, Vicenza).17 In the same area, about
twenty years earlier, it was employed in the
Madonna with Child and the Saints John
the Baptist and Paul (66 1/8 x 85 13/16 in.
[168 x 218 cm], Church of St. Francis, Schio),
attributed to the master of the polyptych of
Arzignano, where the binder appears to be a
proteinaceous medium.18 A herringbone-weave
canvas was also used by Michele da Verona to
paint the Crucifixion (1501, oil on canvas, 131
7/8 x 283 7/16 in. [335 x 720 cm]), now in the
Pinacoteca di Brera, Milan19.
With regard to twill-weave canvases, early
examples include the Crucified Christ (ca. 1436,
123 5/8 x 75 in. [314 x 190.5 cm], egg and glue
tempera on canvas, Castelvecchio Museum,
Verona) by Jacopo Bellini,20 and the smaller
Virgin and Child with the Magdalen and Saint
John the Baptist, an altarpiece by Mantegna in
the National Gallery of London (ca. 1500, 54¾ x
46 in. [139.1 x 116.8 cm]).21

SANTI’S TEXTILE SUPPORTS
The original support used for Tobias and the
Archangel Raphael consists of two pieces of
canvas sewn vertically: the left strip measures
35 7/16 inches (90 cm) in width, whereas the
right measures only 20 1/8 inches (51 cm) in
width; both are 97 7/16 inches (245 cm) in
length. The canvas used for Saint Roch similarly
consists of two pieces of canvas sewn vertically,
95 11/16 inches (243 cm) in length, with the
left strip measuring 18 1/8 inches (46 cm) in
width and the right strip 35 7/16 inches (90
cm).22 According to investigations made using
ESEM-EDX, the canvas supports used for Tobias
and the Archangel Raphael and Saint Roch are
made of linen.
As part of a previous conservation intervention,
which took place in the 1970s, the two
canvases of both paintings were lined and
mounted onto new auxiliary stretchers. About
twenty years earlier, in Saint Jerome (Fig. 3)—
previously mentioned but not yet examined

Fig. 3 Giovanni Santi, Saint Jerome (San Girolamo), 1475–
78, canvas, 82 11/16 x 66 15/16 (210 x 170 cm). Vatican
Museums, Vatican City. (Photo: public domain).
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through diagnostics—close observation of the
painting’s surface showed the artist’s use of a
plain-weave canvas support, a choice that Santi
could have made based on his knowledge
of contemporary Flemish works on canvas.
Significant examples include the paintings of
Justus van Ghent (c. 1410–c. 1480, act. Urbino
ca. 1473–1475), who is documented as having
painted on canvas for the Confraternity of
Corpus Domini in Urbino.23 The canvas of
Santi’s Saint Jerome is made of three vertically
sewn stripes (66 15/16 in. [170 cm] total width),
the central one being about 35 7/16 inches
(90 cm) wide, and the narrower one on the left
probably elongated with an addition at the
bottom.

UNDERDRAWING

In the three canvas paintings, the paint layers
have been executed on a white ground
preparation, which was applied so thinly that
the texture of the canvas is clearly visible on the
surface (Fig. 4).

Infrared reflectography of Santi’s panel
paintings revealed the presence of an
underdrawing made with a carbon-based
ink.24 The style of the underdrawing is quite
characteristic of Santi’s technique, with its
typically fluid, modulated, and continuous
use of line. For some paintings, this contour
drawing was used alongside a dense hatching,
with an inclination that is mainly top right to
bottom left, but it is not fixed; the direction of
the hatching easily varies to follow the volume
and the shape of the different parts of the
object, sometimes passing from diagonal to
vertical to the opposite diagonal, suggesting
that the author was a versatile draftsman. This
variety, even within the same figure, prevents
us from clearly establishing whether Santi was
right-handed or left-handed. The hatching
is sometimes more elaborate and accurate,
sometimes quicker and less frequently seen,
and elsewhere found only under some
figures where he wanted to clearly
express the shades and shadows to be
followed by paint.
Hatched underdrawing was also
specifically found in the two canvases
of Tobias and the Archangel Raphael
and Saint Roch, particularly in the
draperies, although in these paintings
the underdrawing technique was less
discernible using IR imaging than in other
works by Santi. This is due to the diagonal
pattern of the herringbone weave
interfering with the slanted direction of
the drawing. In addition, certain aspects
of the paintings’ conditions also make
it difficult to read the underdrawing:
the reflectographic images show the
presence of numerous abrasions
throughout the composition—more
widespread in the darker areas of the
rocks and figures. The hatching, which
is not always regular, was developed by
Santi for various shadows, most likely
to facilitate the final shading. In fact, it is

Fig. 4 Giovanni Santi, Saint Jerome. Detail. (Photo: G. Poldi).
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more frequent where the painter
made use of semi-transparent
glazes, as seen in the areas
containing red lakes (Figs. 5, 6).
These two paintings, which can
be regarded as among Santi’s
best works in terms of pictorial
quality and rendering of the
figures, are drawn and painted
with great accuracy. Few changes
are visible: in Tobias and the
Archangel Raphael, the position
of Tobias’s left leg was shifted
slightly, seemingly in order to
prevent his foot from touching
that of the angel (Fig. 7). In
addition, the horizontal folds in
the sleeve of the archangel’s red
robe were altered to start closer
to the shoulder. In Saint Roch,
minor corrections were made
to some of the outlines, as seen
in the rocks and in the tip of the
figure’s hat, which was reduced
slightly, as well as the placement
of his left hand, initially drawn a
little further to the left (Fig. 5).
As seen in other paintings by
Santi, the relative absence
of large-scale compositional
changes, as well as the
confident, fluid handling of the
underdrawing, both point toward
the artist’s use of cartoons,
transferred perhaps using carbon
paper or through pouncing, then
accurately brushed out to avoid
dirtying the subsequent layers
of paint. In comparison to Santi’s
panel paintings examined, here
the underdrawing, where it can
be seen, tries to build volume as
well as shadows, as seen in Saint
Roch’s mantle.

Fig. 5a-b Giovanni Santi, Saint Roch. Visible and IR detail. (Image: G.
Poldi).

Fig. 6a-b Giovanni Santi, Tobias and the
Archangel Raphael. Visible and IR detail of
the archangel’s violet surcoat. (Image: G.
Poldi).
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Fig. 7a-b Giovanni Santi, Tobias and the Archangel Raphael. Visible and IR detail with the
change of position in Tobias’s leg. (Image: G. Poldi).

PAINTING MATERIALS,
POWDERED GLASS, AND LAYER
STRUCTURE
The technical examination of Santi’s panel
paintings has revealed a palette consisting of:
lead white, lead-tin yellow, orpiment, ochres,
hematite and earth pigments, vermilion, two
different red lakes (cochineal and madder),
natural ultramarine, azurite, indigo, copperbased pigments (verdigris), carbon black, and
bone black.25 With the exception of indigo and
madder—each one found only in one of the
examined paintings—this palette range was also
employed by Santi for the two canvases at Casa
Raffaello.
Santi used these pigments in traditional
mixtures and, for paintings on mobile supports,
employing different binders, combining both
drying oils and proteinaceous binders within
the same painting, choosing different media
for different colors or mixing them, as in the
Martyrdom of St. Sebastian (c. 1477–1478,
panel, 82 11/16 x 65 3/8 in. [210 x 166 cm],
Galleria Nazionale delle Marche, Urbino, longterm loan to Museo di Casa Raffaello), the

Visitation (86 ¼ x 69 11/16 in. [219 x 177 cm],
panel, Chiesa di Santa Maria Nuova, Fano),26
and the Virgin and Child (c. 1480, oil and egg
tempera on panel, 26 11/16 x 19¼ in. [67.8 x
48.8 cm], National Gallery, London).27
Using ESEM-EDX, colorless powdered glass
was detected in red and green glaze layers of
Tobias and the Archangel Raphael, which we
can interpret as being related to the artist’s
experimentation with the oil binder. The same
use of colorless powdered glass was also
found in the other paintings by Santi examined
as part of this research. In this instance, it is
probable that Santi was once again influenced
by Justus of Ghent. The latter painted the
Communion of the Apostles (c. 1473–1474, oil
on panel, 113 3/8 x 126 3/8 in. [288 x 321 cm],
Galleria Nazionale delle Marche, Urbino) for
the Confraternity of Corpus Domini,28 as well
as the series of the twenty-eight Uomini illustri
(Illustrious men) for the studiolo of Federico
da Montefeltro in the Ducal Palace of Urbino,
today divided between Urbino (Galleria
Nazionale delle Marche) and Paris (Musée du
Louvre), both of which have been shown to
contain colorless powdered glass.29
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Fig. 8a-c Giovanni
Santi, Tobias and the
Archangel Raphael.
Clockwise: (a) texture
of the painted canvas;
(b) digital micrograph
of the canvas with its
white ground; (c) ESEM
micrograph, detail of
the linen fibres. (Image:
M.L. Amadori).

For Santi’s two Urbino canvases, the linen
supports were prepared with a thin layer
of gypsum and glue, each with a maximum
thickness less than 100 µm, which allowed the
herringbone weave of the canvas to remain
visible on the surface (Fig. 8a–c).
Technical analysis has shown that Santi made
extensive use of lead white in the underlayers
and flesh tones of the paintings. The blue of
the sky was painted with an abundant amount
of lead white mixed with azurite (vis–RS
absorbance band around 630–640 nm). The
same mineral blue pigment was also used to
paint the distant mountains in the background.
During this research it was not possible to
confirm whether natural ultramarine was used
in the sky, as the presence of surface dirt on
both paintings complicated the non-invasive
diffused reflectance (vis-RS) spectra readings
gained from this area. The rocks present behind
the figure of Saint Roch were painted with a
thick layer of lead white, ochre, and various
earth pigments, as well as the occasional use of
vermilion, which was glazed in some areas with
thin strokes of verdigris (copper acetate). The
presence of verdigris was also confirmed in the
brighter areas of the composition using visRS, where the results presented the pigment’s

typical absorbance bands in the range 700–720
nm. In other cases, verdigris was also found
mixed with lead-tin yellow, for example in the
skillfully painted crowns of the light green
trees in the mid-ground. In contrast, the
darker trees visible in the distant background
were found to contain verdigris alone. Similar
painting materials and paint mixtures were
also identified for Tobias and the Archangel
Raphael.
The red and pink hues of the paintings
were obtained using various red pigments,
depending on the desired shade, with
vermilion, red lake, hematite, and red ochre
being identified. In both works, the flesh tones
were made using abundant amounts of lead
white mixed with small amounts of vermilion,
ochre, and earth pigments (these latter were
found to be particularly abundant in the darker
flesh tones of Saint Roch). In Saint Roch, the
bright red hue of the saint’s trousers was
obtained with lead white and vermilion, and the
addition of a red carmine type–based lake used
as a glaze in the shadows. The presence of this
type of red lake, derived from coccid insects
(such as kermes or cochineal) was identified by
its characteristic absorbance bands in the visRS spectra, at 530 and 570 nm.30
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The presence of manganese was detected in
both paintings using ED-XRF, notably in the
purple stockings of Tobias, as well as in the
red robe of the Archangel Raphael. This in
turn confirms Santi’s use of glass for the paint
mixtures of the two works, associated in these
cases with the layers of red lake and other thin
oil glazes. The presence of precious natural
ultramarine, mixed together with a cochinealbased lake (a mixture often used by Santi for his
panel painting) was also detected in the deep

purple of the mantle of Saint Roch, as well as
in the purplish pink of the Archangel Raphael’s
sleeves. Ultramarine was further identified in
the angel’s blue-grey shoes, where it was found
mixed only with lead white.
The technique used in the build-up of the
painting layers was clarified and deepened
by stratigraphic investigations as below. The
yellow colour of Saint Roch’s robe was found
to have been made using various mixtures
of lead-tin yellow, mixed with lead white in
the highlights, or with yellow ochre
and earth pigments in the midtones
and the shadows. For the Archangel
Raphael’s mantle (Fig. 9a–c), Santi
used a similar layer structure, applying
at first a thick yellow brushstroke (83µm thick), consisting of lead-tin yellow
(probably type I due to the absence
of silicon,31 but further analyses such
as Raman would be needed for
confirmation) with small amounts
of hematite and earth pigments,
followed by a glaze layer using the
same earth pigments mixed with bone
black.

Fig. 9a-c Giovanni Santi, Tobias and the Archangel Raphael. Yellow cloak of the archangel: clockwise, (a) detail of the sampled
area; (b) visible light micrograph of the cross-section, sample
GSS2; (c) ESEM micrograph. (Image: M.L. Amadori).

The green color of Tobias’s robe (Fig.
10a–d) consists of two paint layers.
The first is light green in colour (50µm thick) and composed of a green
copper-based pigment (60-µm thick)
mixed together with lead white,
lead-tin yellow, and a few scattered
particles of orpiment. The second,
darker paint layer consists of the same
copper-based pigment (identified as

Fig. 10a-d Giovanni Santi, Tobias and the
Archangel Raphael. Tobias’s green dress:
clockwise, (a) detail of the sampled area
with the diagonal finishing hatching; (b)
digital micrograph; (c) ESEM micrograph
of the cross-section, with glass particle;
(d) visible light micrograph of the crosssection, sample GSS1, with verdigris, lead
white, a few particles of lead-tin yellow
type I, a grain of red lake. (Image: M.L.
Amadori).
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verdigris using vis-RS analysis)
mixed with lead-tin yellow and
finely ground glass particles,
the latter of which are probably
related to Italian-produced limesodium glass.32 The shadows
above consist mainly of a copperbased pigment, as well as small
amounts of orpiment.
A detail photograph taken of
Tobias’s green robe (Fig. 10a)
shows another peculiar feature
of Santi’s technique; namely
his use of diagonal hatched
lines—painted from top left to
bottom right, as more typical
of someone left-handed—like
a finishing touch on the paint
layers, seemingly as a means of
emphasizing the midtones. This
particular type of handling was
observed solely in some of the
red (Fig. 11) and green fabrics
within the two works, and further
appears to be related to the
underdrawing, albeit applied in a
more regular manner. The same
kind of hatched handling was also
observed for the midtone layers
in the red lake cloak of Saint
Jerome (Fig. 12).
The use of detailed hatched
handling in the uppermost paint
layers is something that can be
regarded as characteristic of
Santi’s personal technique and
should therefore be viewed as a
feature that was most likely not
carried out by apprentices or
workshop pupils. Based on this,
the presence of such hatched
marks in Saint Roch and Tobias
and the Archangel Raphael serves
to strengthen the claim that they
were painted by Santi himself,
and not by a collaborator, thereby
rejecting the hypothesis made by
Vastano.33

Fig. 11 Giovanni Santi, Tobias and the Archangel Raphael. Detail of the
archangel’s right sleeve. (Photo: G. Poldi).

Fig. 12 Giovanni Santi, Saint Jerome. Detail of the cloak. (Photo: G.
Poldi).
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For the red sleeve of the
archangel’s dress (Fig. 13a–d), Santi
applied a thick layer of paint (130µm thick) containing red lake, lead
white, and glass particles. This layer
was then covered with a red lake
glaze, which was further modified
using glass particles in order to
make the paint more transparent.

Fig. 13a-d Giovanni Santi, Tobias and the Archangel Raphael. Red
sleeve, archangel’s wrist: clockwise, (a) detail of the sampled area;
(b) digital micrograph of the brushstroke; (c) ESEM micrograph of
the cross-section, with red lake, lead white, and glass particles; (d)
visible light micrograph of the cross-section, sample GSS3. (Image: M.L. Amadori).

The violet-colored surcoat of the
archangel was constructed using
a thin layer (10-µm thick) of red
lake, followed by highlights (40-µm
thick) composed of lead white and
red lake particles, with additions
of natural ultramarine, as seen in
the photomicrograph image (Fig.
14a–d).
Santi’s use of colors is generally
bright, most notably in the areas
containing light and midtoned
greens, which are remarkable for
their brilliance obtained through
the artist’s particular approach to
paint mixtures and layer structures.
The distribution of various
pigments can also be mapped
out using false-color IR images
(Fig. 15a–b), where ultramarine is
depicted in the pink and red areas,
verdigris in blue zones, and azurite
in pale blue-gray.

CONCLUSION

Fig. 14a-d Giovanni Santi, Tobias and the Archangel Raphael. Violet surcoat of the archangel: clockwise, (a) detail of the sampled
area; (b) digital micrograph; (c) ESEM micrograph of the crosssection, with lead white and glass particles (d) visible light micrograph of the cross-section, sample GSS4, with red lake, lead white,
natural ultramarine blue in the upper layer. (Image: M. L. Amadori).
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The examination of the two
canvases by Santi has not only
enriched current knowledge of this
artist, whose production has been
the subject of recent diagnostic
attention, but also permitted
a reflection on the early use of
herringbone-linen canvases for oil
painting.
It is difficult to believe that the
use of such canvas supports was
accidental, when the painter could
have used wood, which was more

Fig. 15a-b False-color IR images of the paintings illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. (Image: G. Poldi).

common in Santi’s practice. As this is evidently
not a question of processional banners,
it is possible that the painter decided to
experiment with a canvas support not typically
used by other artists in his area, but that he may
have heard about because it was sometimes
used, although rarely, in the Veneto area for
large paintings. Or he could have seen some
finished works on this fabric, and thought it
could be more stable than plain-weave linen
canvas, and more intriguing in relation to the
optical effects that could be obtained.
Santi used a thin gesso ground without
reducing significantly the canvas texture. On
the contrary, it seems he tried to exploit the
three-dimensional effect of the fabric to give a
greater materiality to the work, as can also be
seen in the thin layers containing red lakes.

We can only imagine how Santi’s painting
could have evolved in the following years if he
had not died prematurely, perhaps opting for
more frequent use of the canvas support—a
more practical and modern practice—and
perhaps eventually modifying his pictorial
technique as a result. After all, a predisposition
to experimentation clearly emerges from the
technical study of his works.
In addition, the identification of transparent
glass particles, sometimes abundant, in Santi’s
panel and canvas oil paintings, indicates this
use too was not fortuitous, and suggests he
encountered this practice after having seen
Justus van Ghent working in Urbino. Moreover,
Santi may have procured those painting
materials through the workshop he inherited
from his father, Sante. The observation of the
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cross-sections seems to indicate that the glass
had not only the role of a dryer, at least in some
mixtures such as verdigris and lead-tin yellow—
two pigments that do not normally have drying
problems—and in the thinner, faster-drying
layers: it was most likely used as a filler (or
extender), both for its optical and its chemical
properties, to maintain the transparency of
the glaze and avoid particular craquelure. We
cannot exclude the possibility that glass was
also used to increase the volume of a layer and
avoid the use of too much colored pigment.34
The relations and exchanges of technical
knowledge between Santi and Perugino are
still waiting to be deepened, as well as the
possibility that Raphael’s practice of using glass
derives from the roots of this practice in the
paternal workshop that he inherited.
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